
EYFS KS1 LKS2 UKS2

Text
drivers

Poets: Julia Donaldson
Poetry: We’re Going on a Bear Hunt,
We’re going on an Egg Hunt, What
the Ladybird Heard

Narrative:  Leaf Man, The colour
monster, The Gruffalo’s Child, The
Jolly Christmas Postman,  Various
fairy tales, Dogger, Mr Wolf’s
pancakes, The dot, Starting school
books, All about me books , Bee Frog,
Spider Sandwich, The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, Rosie’s Walk

Myths, Legends and Fairy Tales:
Chinese New Year- The Great Race

Non-Fiction: Captain Tom Little
People Big Dreams, All about me
books, Guy Fawkes story, The
Christmas Story, Let’s celebrate
special days around the world, Same,
same but different,  Blue Planet David
Attenborough Little People Big
Dreams

Poets: Julia Donaldson, Giles Andreae
Poetry: Have you seen my dinosaur,
Rumble in the Jungle

Narrative:  Tyrannosaurus Drip,
Dinosaur Day, The Disgusting
Sandwich, The Polar Express

Myths, Legends and Fairy Tales:
Anansi stories, Little Red Riding Hood,
Jack and the Beanstalk

Non-Fiction: African Animals

Poets: Brian Moses, Roger Stevens
Poetry collections: Thinker My Puppy Poet
and Me (Ehsan Abdollahi), Stars with Flaming
Tails (Valerie Bloom), Moon Juice (Kate
Wakeling), The Head that Wears a Crown
(Rachel Piercy and Emma Daian Wright), Tell
Me a Dragon (Jackie Morris)

Myths, Legend and Fairy Tales: King Arthur
and the Knights of the Round Table (Marcia
Williams), Arthur and the Golden Rope (Joe
Todd-Stanton), Cinderella (various versions)

Narrative: Greta and the Giants (Zoe Tucker)
and Little People, Big Dreams: Greta
Thunberg (Maria Vegara), Fantastic Mr Fox
(Roald Dahl), The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe (CS Lewis), Cinderella of the Nile
(Beverley Naidoo), Mole’s Star (Britta
Teckentrup), The Hunter (Paul Geraghty)

Non-fiction: Joan Procter Dragon Doctor
(Patricia Valdez) – also narrative

Poets: Joseph Coelho, Michael Rosen,
Poetry: Dulce et Decorum Est (Wilfred Owen), The
Lost Words (Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris)

Narrative: The Lion and the Unicorn (Shirley
Hughes), Tales from Outer Suburbia (Shaun Tan),
The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and The Horse (Charlie
Mackesy), Varmints (Helen Ward), Here we Are
(Oliver Jeffers), Iron Man (Ted Hughes), The Giants
Necklace (Michael Morpurgo)

Myths, Legends and Fairy Tales: The Gorgon’s Head,
Theseus and the Minotaur

Non-fiction: Children of the Benin Kingdom (Dinah
Orji)

Audience
and

purpose

Writing to entertain: homemade
tickets, story writing, diaries, labels,
lists, poetry

Writing to inform: recount,
instructions, signage, letters

Writing to persuade: letters,
invitations

Writing to entertain: narrative, poetry,
riddles, diary entry, re-telling stories,
character descriptions, story
innovation

Writing to inform: instructions, lists,
writing clues for dino hunt, letter,
recipe, non-chronological reports,
newspaper report

Writing to persuade: poster, letter

Writing to discuss: writing questions
to pose to story characters

Writing to entertain: narrative, poetry,
plays, diary entry

Writing to inform: recount, instructions,
biography, report, letter, newspaper report

Writing to persuade: advert, letter

Writing to discuss: debate

Writing to entertain: poetry, plays, description,
narrative, dramatic writing, short story, suspense
writing, comic strip, motivational quotes, diary entry

Writing to inform: letter, newspaper report,
biography, non-chronological report, presentation

Writing to persuade: advert

Writing to discuss: speech, debate, podcast



Skills
and knowledge

EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Phonic and
whole word

spelling

listen to and hear the
sounds in CVC, CVCC
and CCVC words

recall &/identify the
taught GPCs (the
letters that represent
the sounds) (including
some digraphs) on a
grapheme mat and
use this when writing

spell some taught
common exception/
high frequency and
familiar words

spell words containing
each of the 40+
phonemes taught

spell common
exception words spell
the days of the week
name the letters of the
alphabet in order

use letter names to
distinguish between
alternative spellings of
the same sound
spell words with simple
phoneme/grapheme
correspondence
accurately eg cat, dog,
red

make phonetically
plausible attempts at
writing longer words
using dominant
phonemes and
common grapheme
representations

segment spoken words
into phonemes and
represent these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly

learn new ways of spelling
phonemes for which 1 or
more spellings are already
known, and learn some
words with each spelling,
including a few common
homophones

learn to spell common
exception words

distinguish between
homophones and
near-homophones

spell further
homophones

spell words that are
often misspelt

spell further
homophones

spell words that are
often misspelt

spell some words with
‘silent’ letters

continue to distinguish
between homophones
and other words which
are often confused

use knowledge of
morphology and
etymology in spelling and
understand that the
spelling of some words
needs to be learnt
specifically

spell some words with
‘silent’ letters

continue to distinguish
between homophones
and other words which
are often confused

use knowledge of
morphology and
etymology in spelling
and understand that
the spelling of some
words needs to be
learnt specifically



Other word
building and

spelling

use the spelling rule
for adding –s or –es
as the plural marker
for nouns and the
third person singular
marker for verbs

use the prefix un–

use –ing, –ed, –er
and –est where no
change is needed in
the spelling of root
words

apply simple spelling
rules and guidance

learning the possessive
apostrophe (singular)

learn to spell more words
with contracted forms

add suffixes to spell longer
words, including –ment,
–ness, –ful, –less, –ly

show awareness of silent
letters in spelling eg knight,
write

use –le ending as the most
common spelling for this
sound at the end of words

apply spelling rules and
guidelines

use further prefixes
and suffixes and
understand how to
add them

place the possessive
apostrophe accurately
in words with regular
plurals and in words
with irregular plurals

use the first 2 or 3
letters of a word to
check its spelling in a
dictionary

use further prefixes
and suffixes and
understand how to
add them

place the possessive
apostrophe
accurately in words
with regular plurals
and in words with
irregular plurals

use the first 2 or 3
letters of a word to
check its spelling in a
dictionary

use further prefixes and
suffixes and understand
the guidance for adding
them

use dictionaries to
check the spelling and
meaning of words

use the first 3 or 4
letters of a word to
check spelling, meaning
or both of these in a
dictionary

use further prefixes
and suffixes and
understand the
guidance for adding
them

use dictionaries to
check the spelling and
meaning of words

use the first 3 or 4
letters of a word to
check spelling,
meaning or both of
these in a dictionary

Punctuation think of, say and
write a simple
sentence, sometimes
using a capital letter
and full stop

to  use  capital
letters  for names,
places, the days of
the week and the
personal pronoun ‘I’

to use finger spaces

to use  full stops to
end sentences

to  begin  to  use
question marks and
exclamation marks

to  use the full range of
punctuation taught at key
stage 1 mostly correctly,
including:
capital letters, full stops,
question marks, exclamation
marks, commas to separate
lists, apostrophes to mark
singular possession and
contractions

to use the full range of
punctuation from
previous year groups

to punctuate direct
speech accurately,
including the use of
inverted commas

to use all of the
necessary punctuation
in direct speech,
including a comma
after the reporting
clause and all end
punctuation within
the inverted commas

to consistently use
apostrophes for
singular and plural
possession

to use brackets, dashes
or commas to indicate
parenthesis

to use commas
consistently to clarify
meaning or to avoid
ambiguity

to use the full range
of punctuation taught
at key stage 2
correctly, including
consistent and
accurate use of semi-
colons, dashes, colons,
hyphens, and when
necessary, to use such
punctuation precisely
to  enhance meaning
and  avoid ambiguity



Grammar to make writing
exciting using wow
words (adjectives)

to begin to know
sentences can be
extended using a
joining word
(conjunction)

use regular plural
noun suffixes (-s, -es)

use verb suffixes
where root word is
unchanged (-ing,
-ed, -er)

use the un- prefix to
change meaning of
adjectives/adverbs

combine words to
make sentences,
including sequence
sentences to form
short narratives

separate words with
spaces use sentence
demarcation ( ! ?)

use capital letters for
names and pronoun
'I')

use coordination (using or,
and, or but)

use commas in lists

use sentences with different
forms: statement, question,
exclamation, command

use subordination (using
when, if, that, or because)

use apostrophes for
omission and singular
possession

use the present and past
tenses correctly and
consistently including the
progressive form

use extended simple
sentences eg including
adverbs and adjectives to
add interest

use some features of written
Standard English

learn how to use selected
grammar for Year 2

use and understand
grammatical terminology
when discussing writing

use the present
perfect form of verbs
in contrast to the past
tense

form nouns using
prefixes

use the correct form
of 'a' or 'an'

use word families
based on common
words (solve, solution,
dissolve, insoluble)

use fronted adverbials

use conjunctions,
adverbs and
prepositions to
express time and
cause

learn, use and
understand the
grammatical
terminology in English
accurately and
appropriately when
discussing their
writing and reading

use the present
perfect form of verbs
in contrast to the past
tense

form nouns using
prefixes

use the correct form
of 'a' or 'an' use word
families based on
common words (solve,
solution, dissolve,
insoluble)

use a wide range of
fronted adverbials
correctly punctuated

use a wide range of
conjunctions, adverbs
and prepositions to
express time and
cause

learn, use and
understand the
grammatical
terminology
accurately and
appropriately when
discussing their
writing and reading

use the perfect form of
verbs to mark
relationships of time
and cause

use relative clauses
beginning with who,
which, where, when,
whose, that or with an
implied (ie omitted)
relative pronoun

convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs

use verb prefixes

use devices to build
cohesion, including
adverbials of time,
place and number

recognise vocabulary
and structures that are
appropriate for formal
speech and writing,
including subjunctive
forms

use passive verbs to
affect the presentation
of information in a
sentence

use the perfect form
of verbs to mark
relationships of time
and cause

understand and use
differences in informal
and formal language

understand synonyms
and antonyms

use further cohesive
devices such as
grammatical
connections and
adverbials

use of ellipsis



Terminology letter
capital letter
word
sentence
full stop

letter
capital letter
word
singular
plural
sentence
punctuation
full stop
question mark
exclamation mark

noun
noun phrase
statement
question
exclamation
command
compound
adjective
verb
suffix
adverb
tense (past, present)
apostrophe
comma

adverb
preposition
conjunction
word family
prefix
clause
subordinate clause
direct speech
consonant
consonant letter
vowel
vowel letter
inverted commas (or
‘speech marks’)

determiner
pronoun
possessive pronoun
adverbial

modal verb
relative pronoun
relative clause
parenthesis
bracket
dash
cohesion
ambiguity

subject
object
active
passive
synonym
antonym
ellipsis
hyphen
colon
semi-colon
bullet points

Handwriting develop their gross and
fine motor skills so that
they can use a range of
tools competently,
safely and confidently

develop the foundations
of a handwriting style
which is fast, accurate
and efficient

write recognisable
letters, most of which
are correctly formed

form lower-case and
capital letters correctly

hold a pencil effectively
in preparation for fluent
writing – using the
tripod grip in almost all
cases

use their core muscle
strength to achieve a

to write lower case
and capital letters in
the correct direction,
starting and finishing
in the right place with
a good level of
consistency

to sit correctly at a
table, holding a pencil
comfortably and
correctly

to form digits 0-9

to understand which
letters belong to
which handwriting
‘families’ (ie letters
that are formed
in similar ways) and to
practise these

form capitals and
lower-case letters of
the correct size
relative to one
another

start using some of
the diagonal and
horizontal strokes
needed to join letters
and understand which
letters, when adjacent
to one another, are
best left unjoined

to use spacing
between words that
reflects the size of the
letters

use the diagonal and
horizontal strokes that
are needed to join
letters and understand
which letters, when
adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined

increase the legibility,
consistency and quality
of their handwriting

to increase the
legibility, consistency
and quality of their
handwriting [eg by
ensuring that the
downstrokes of
letters are parallel
and equidistant; that
lines of writing are
spaced sufficiently
so that the
ascenders and
descenders of letters
do not touch]

to confidently use
diagonal and
horizontal joining
strokes throughout
their independent
writing to increase
fluency

confidently use diagonal
and horizontal joining
strokes throughout their
independent writing in a
legible, fluent and
speedy way

to increase the speed of
their handwriting so that
problems with forming
letters do not get in the
way of writing down
what they want to say

to be clear about what
standard of handwriting
is appropriate for a
particular task, eg quick
notes or a final
handwritten version

choose which shape of a
letter to use when given
choices and deciding
whether or not to join
specific letters

to write legibly,
fluently and with
increasing speed by:
-choosing which shape
of a letter to use when
given choices and
deciding whether or
not to join specific
letters
- choosing the writing
implement that is best
suited for a task

to recognise when to
use an unjoined style
(eg for labelling a
diagram or data,
writing an email
address or for algebra)
and capital letters (eg
for filling in a form)



good posture when
sitting at a table or
sitting on the floor

choose the writing
implement that is best
suited for a task



Contexts for
writing

child initiated writing (in role, and
for purpose)

write narratives about personal
experiences and those of others
(real and fictional)

write about real events
write poetry

write
narratives
about
personal
experiences
and those of
others (real
and fictional)

write about
real events

write poetry

write for
different
purposes

write narratives
about personal
experiences and
those of others
(real and fictional)

write about real
events

write poetry

write for different
purposes

discuss writing similar to
that which they are
planning to write in
order to understand and
learn from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar

discuss writing similar
to that which they are
planning to write in
order to understand
and learn from its
structure, vocabulary
and grammar

identify the audience for
and purpose of the
writing, selecting the
appropriate form and
using other similar writing
as models for their own

in writing narratives,
consider how authors
have developed
characters and settings in
what pupils have read,
listened to or seen
performed

identify the
audience for and
purpose of the
writing, selecting
the appropriate
form and using
other similar writing
as models for their
own

in writing
narratives, consider
how authors have
developed
characters and
settings in what
pupils have read,
listened to or seen
performed

Sentence
construction and

tense

understand ‘why’ questions, like:
‘Why do you think the caterpillar
got so fat?’

develop their communication, but
may continue to have problems
with irregular tenses and plurals,
such as ‘runned’ for ‘ran’,
‘swimmed’ for ‘swam’

use longer sentences of four to six
words

use new vocabulary throughout the
day

articulate their ideas and thoughts
in well-formed sentences

connect one idea or action to
another using a range of
connectives

to use simple
sentence
structures

to use  the
present  tense
and  the  past
tense  mostly
correctly and
consistently

to form sentences
with different
forms: statement,
question,
exclamation,
command

to  use  some
features of
written Standard
English

to try to maintain the
correct tense (including
the present perfect
tense) throughout a
piece of writing with
accurate subject/verb
agreement

to use ‘a’ or ‘an’
correctly throughout a
piece of writing

to always maintain an
accurate tense
throughout a piece of
writing

to  always   use
Standard English verb
inflections accurately,
eg ‘we were’ rather
than ‘we was’ and ‘I
did’ rather than ‘I
done’

to  use   a  range  of
adverbs and modal verbs
to indicate degrees of
possibility, eg surely,
perhaps, should, might,
etc

to ensure the consistent
and correct use of tense
throughout all pieces of
writing

to ensure the
consistent and
correct use of tense
throughout all
pieces of writing,
including the
correct subject and
verb agreement
when using singular
and plural



offer explanations for why things
might happen, making use of
recently introduced vocabulary
from stories, non-fiction, rhymes
and poems when appropriate

express their ideas and feelings
about their experiences using full
sentences, including the use of
past, present and future tenses and
making use of conjunctions with
modelling and support from the
teacher

Use of phrases
and clauses

use longer sentences of four to six
words

articulate their ideas and thoughts
in well-formed sentences

connect one idea or action to
another using a range of
connectives

express their ideas and feelings
about their experiences using full
sentences, including the use of
past, present and future tenses and
making use of conjunctions with
modelling and support from the
teacher

to use the
joining  word
(conjunction)
‘and’ to link
ideas and
sentences

to begin to
form simple
compound
sentences

to use
co-ordination
(or/and/but)

to use some
subordination
(when/if/
that/because)

to use expanded
noun phrases to
describe and
specify (eg the
blue butterfly)

to use subordinate
clauses, extending the
range of sentences with
more than one clause by
using a wider range of
conjunctions, including
when, if, because, and
although

to use a range of
conjunctions, adverbs
and prepositions to
show time, place and
cause

to use subordinate
clauses, extending the
range of sentences
with more than one
clause by using a
wider range of
conjunctions, which
are sometimes in
varied positions
within sentences

to expand noun
phrases with the
addition of ambitious
modifying adjectives
and prepositional
phrases, eg the heroic
soldier with an
unbreakable spirit

to consistently choose
nouns or pronouns
appropriately to aid
cohesion and avoid
repetition, eg he, she,
they, it

to use a wide range of
linking words/phrases
between sentences and
paragraphs to build
cohesion, including time
adverbials (eg later),
place adverbials (eg
nearby) and number (eg
secondly)

to use relative clauses
beginning with a relative
pronoun with confidence
(who, which, where,
when, whose, that and
omitted relative
pronouns), eg
Professor Scriffle, who
was a famous inventor,
had made a new
discovery

to use the
subjunctive form in
formal writing

to use the perfect
form     of  verbs to
mark relationships
of time and cause

to use the passive
voice

to  use question
tags in informal
writing



Planning
writing

think of, say and write a simple
sentence, sometimes using a
capital letter and full stop

talk about and respond to stories
(rhymes and songs) with actions,
recalling key events and innovating
(alternate aspect) eg character,
settings, object

talk about elements of a topic using
newly introduced vocabulary and
extending sentences using a range
of conjunctions to offer extra
explanation and detail with
correct tenses

say out loud
what they are
going to write
about

compose a
sentence
orally before
writing it

plan or say out
loud what they
are going to write
about

discuss and record ideas

compose and rehearse
sentences orally
(including dialogue),
progressively building a
varied and rich
vocabulary and an
increasing range of
sentence structures

discus and record
ideas

compose and
rehearse sentences
orally (including
dialogue),
progressively building
a varied and rich
vocabulary and an
increasing range of
sentence structures

note and develop initial
ideas, drawing on reading
and research where
necessary

note and develop
initial ideas, drawing
on reading and
research where
necessary

Drafting
writing

to think of, say and write a simple
sentence, sometimes using a
capital letter and full stop

sequence
sentences to
form short
narratives

write down ideas
and/or key words,
including new
vocabulary

encapsulate what
they want to say,
sentence by
sentence

organise paragraphs
around a theme

in narratives, create
settings, characters and
plot

in non-narrative
material, use simple
organisational devices
(headings and
subheadings)

organise paragraphs
around a theme

in narratives, create
settings, characters
and plot

in non-narrative
material, use simple
organisational devices
(headings and
subheadings)

select appropriate
grammar and vocabulary,
understanding how such
choices can change and
enhance meaning

in narratives, describe
settings, characters and
atmosphere and integrate
dialogue to convey
character and advance
the action

précising longer passages

use a wide range of
devices to build cohesion
within and across
paragraphs

use further organisational
and presentational
devices to structure text
and to guide the reader

select appropriate
grammar and
vocabulary,
understanding how
such choices can
change and
enhance meaning

in narratives,
describe settings,
characters and
atmosphere and
integrate dialogue
to convey character
and advance the
action

précising longer
passages

use a wide range of
devices to build
cohesion within and
across paragraphs

use further



organisational and
presentational
devices to structure
text and to guide
the reader

Editing writing to check written work by reading
and make changes where necessary

re-read what
they have
written to
check that it
makes sense

discuss what
they have
written with
the teacher or
other pupils

evaluate their
writing with the
teacher and other
pupils

re-read to check
that their writing
makes sense and
that verbs to
indicate time are
used correctly and
consistently,
including verbs in
the continuous
form

proofread to
check for errors in
spelling, grammar
and punctuation

assess the effectiveness
of their own and others’
writing and suggest
improvements

propose changes to
grammar and vocabulary
to improve consistency,
including the accurate
use of pronouns in
sentences

proofread for spelling
and punctuation errors

assess the
effectiveness of their
own and others’
writing and suggest
improvements

propose changes to
grammar and
vocabulary to improve
consistency, including
the accurate use of
pronouns in sentences

proofread for spelling
and punctuation
errors

assess the effectiveness
of their own and others’
writing

propose changes to
vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation to enhance
effects and clarify
meaning

ensure the consistent and
correct use of tense
throughout a piece of
writing

ensure correct subject
and verb agreement
when using singular and
plural, distinguishing
between the language of
speech and writing and
choosing the appropriate
register

proofread for spelling and
punctuation errors

assess the
effectiveness of
their own and
others’ writing

propose changes to
vocabulary,
grammar and
punctuation to
enhance effects and
clarify meaning

ensure the
consistent and
correct use of tense
throughout a piece
of writing

ensure correct
subject and verb
agreement when
using singular and
plural,
distinguishing
between the
language of speech
and writing and
choosing the
appropriate register

proofread for
spelling and
punctuation errors



Vocabulary talk about and respond to stories
(rhymes and songs) with actions,
recalling key events and innovating
(alternate aspect)

talk about elements of a topic using
newly introduced vocabulary and
extending sentences using a range
of conjunctions to offer extra
explanation and detail with correct
tenses

leave spaces
between
words

join words and
joining clauses
using "and"

use familiar
adjectives to
add detail eg
red apple, bad
wolf

use expanded
noun phrases to
describe and
specify

attempt some
varied vocab and
use some varied
sentence
openings eg time
connectives

extend the range of
sentences with more
than one clause by using
a wider range of
conjunctions, including
when, if, because,
although

choose nouns or
pronouns appropriately
for clarity and cohesion
and to avoid repetition

extend the range of
sentences with more
than one clause by
using a wider range of
conjunctions,
including when, if,
because, although

choose nouns or
pronouns
appropriately for
clarity and cohesion
and to avoid
repetition

use a thesaurus

use expanded noun
phrases to convey
complicated information
concisely

use modal verbs or
adverbs to indicate
degrees of possibility

use a thesaurus

use expanded noun
phrases to convey
complicated
information
concisely

use modal verbs or
adverbs to indicate
degrees of
possibility

Awareness of
audience,

purpose and
structure

use a wider range of vocabulary

be able to express a point of view
and to debate when they disagree
with an adult or a friend, using
words as well as actions

can start a conversation with an
adult or a friend and continue it for
many turns

use talk to organise themselves and
their play: “Let’s go on a bus… you
sit there… I’ll be the driver”

learn new vocabulary

use new vocabulary throughout the
day

describe events in some detail
use talk to help work out problems
and organise thinking and activities

explain how things work and why
they might happen

develop social phrases

to use  a
number   of
simple
features of
different
text types and
to make
relevant
choices about
subject matter
and
appropriate
vocabulary
choices

to start to
engage
readers by
using
adjectives to
describe

to write  for
different purposes
with an
awareness of an
increased amount
of fiction and
non-fiction
structures

to use new
vocabulary from
their reading,
their discussions
about it (one-
to-one and as a
whole class) and
from their wider
experiences

to read aloud
what they have
written with
appropriate
intonation to
make the
meaning clear

to demonstrate an
increasing
understanding of
purpose and audience
by discussing writing
similar to that which
they are planning to
write in order to
understand and learn
from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar

to begin to use the
structure of a wider
range of text types
(including the use of
simple layout devices in
non-fiction)

to make deliberate
ambitious word choices
to add detail

to begin to create
settings, characters and
plot in narratives

to write a range of
narratives and
non-fiction pieces
using a consistent and
appropriate structure
(including
genre-specific layout
devices)

to write a range of
narratives that are
well- structured and
well-paced

to create detailed
settings, characters
and plot in narratives
to engage the reader
and to add
atmosphere

to begin   to  read
aloud their own
writing, to a group or
the whole
class, using
appropriate
intonation and to

to consistently produce
sustained and accurate
writing from different
narrative and non-fiction
genres with appropriate
structure, organisation
and layout devices for a
range of audiences and
purposes

to describe settings,
characters and
atmosphere with
carefully- chosen
vocabulary to enhance
mood, clarify meaning
and create pace

to regularly use dialogue
to convey a character and
to advance the action

to perform their own
compositions confidently
using appropriate
intonation, volume
and movement so that
meaning is clear

to write  effectively
for a range of
purposes and
audiences, selecting
the appropriate
form and drawing
independently on
what they have read
as models for their
own writing
(including literary
language,
characterisation,
structure, etc)

to distinguish
between the
language of speech
and writing and to
choose the
appropriate level of
formality

to select vocabulary
and grammatical
structures that
reflect what the
writing requires (eg



use new vocabulary in different
contexts

participate in small group, class and
one-to-one discussion, offering
their own ideas, using recently
introduced vocabulary

offer explanations for why things
might happen, making use of
recently introduced vocabulary
from stories, non-fiction, rhymes
and poems when appropriate

express their ideas and feelings
about their experiences using full
sentences, including use of past,
present and future tenses and
making use of conjunctions, with
modelling and support from their
teacher

control the tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear

using contracted
forms in dialogues
in narrative; using
passive verbs to
affect how
information is
presented; using
modal verbs to
suggest degrees of
possibility)

Performing
Writing

think of, say and
write a simple
sentence, sometimes
using a capital letter
and full stop

read their writing
aloud clearly enough
to be heard by their
peers and the
teacher

read aloud what they have
written with appropriate
intonation to make the
meaning clear

read their own writing
aloud, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation and
controlling the tone and
volume so that the meaning
is clear

read their own writing
aloud, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation
and controlling the tone
and volume so that the
meaning is clear

perform their own
compositions, using
appropriate
intonation, volume,
and movement so
that meaning is clear

perform their own
compositions,
using appropriate
intonation,
volume, and
movement so that
meaning is clear


